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5.2.28 Radiol _ogical Controls Technicians

a. Function

Under the direction of a Fore =an, Radiological Controls
Technicians support and enforce the implementation of the
Radiological Control Program to insure that all procedures
involving radiological surveys, radioae:ive material control,
and radiation exposure centrol and assessment are fully ob-
served and, that work being performed within restricted areas
is in accordance with good radiological practices.

b. Responsibility

The Radiological Controls Technicians are responsible for
the accomplishment of tasks related to the radiological support
of plant operations, maintenance, and construction activities.,

Additionally, the Technicians are responsible to functionally
enforce the field use of correct radiological control work
practices.<

c. Authority

Under the direction of a Foreman, the Technicians assure
that radiological control measures are included in all work
activities involving exposure of personnel to radiation or

',

radioactive material. This position has the authority to stop
any work which is not being performed in accordance s-ith good
radiological practices.

d. Minimum Qualifications

Each Radiological Controls Technician 'shall meet or exceed the
qualifications of ANSI 18.1-1971, paragraph 4.5.2 or ha foraally |

| - qualified through an NRC approved TMI-l Radiation Controls ,
,

' training program. All Radiological Controls Technicians s4al be
qualified through' training and examination in each area or specific
. task related to their radiological controls functions prior to
their performance of those tasks.
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e. Interfaces

The position interfaces with every TMI-l department and contractor*

organization which has need to enter the restricted area of
the unit to ensure the enforcement of approved radiological;

| work practicec and procedures.
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